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훌-U-REGULAR RING 

By V. N. Dixit 

1. Preliminary definitions and results 

DEFINITIONS 1. A ring R with unity 1 is called U-regular if for every a in 

R there exists a unit μ in R such that aua=a 
2. A ￥-ring is a ring with an involution x .x*: 

(x싹)홉=x， (x+y)*= X*+y*, (xy)*=y육x*. 
3. An element e in R is called projection if e=강 and e2=e. 

4. The involution of a *-ring is said to be proper if a*a=O >a=O. 
5. An element a in R such that a，검a=a is called þarUal isometry. 

6. A *-U-regμlar rz'ng is a U-regular ring with proper involution. 
7. An idempotent e is caIIed normaI if 캉e=e，강. 

The main purpose of this paper is to prove the theorem: 
“ A Commutative U--regμlar ring R μlith a suzïable involution is a 용-U-regular 

ring tf ab=O and aμa=ava， a,b, μnits κ， ν z·% R. ” 

Thus we make the conditions that R is *-ring and *-regular, superfluous, as-
sumed in proposition 3 [1 , pp. 229J , which is as follows: 

If R is a *-ring with unity, the foIIowing conditions are equivalent: 

(i) R is *-regular 

(ii) for each xER, there exists a projection e such that Rx=Re. 
(iii) R is regular and is a Rickart *-ring. 

The notations and conventions are as in SterIing K-Berberian [1]. 

We shaIl prove few simple results, R wilI denote commutative U-regular ring. 

Rl' aua=ava, u, v units in R , then aμ =av. 
The proof is triviaI. 

R2. (a+l-aμ) is in vertible in R. 

PROOF. There are units w in R such that (a+l-aμ)ω(a+l-aμ)= a+l-au. 
Multiplying the above equations by aμ and (l-au) we get aαa=a and w(l-a씨 

=l-aκ respectively. From R1 we get aμ=aw. AIso w(a+l-aμ)=wa+l-aμ=1. 

Define 율 :R-→R by a-• a*, where 참=au(a+l-aμ)-1， aμa=a. 
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The mapping is well defined from R1 and R2• 

R3' a*au=a'용， since au is idempotent. 

R4' aa*a=a, since a*(a+1-au)=aμ and so a*a=au. Hence the result. 

R5' a용=aμ(a+1-a%)-l=a휴a(a+1-a*a)-1(from R
4
). 

R6' a용v=aμ if a*vα:*=a*. since a*v=(a*au)v=(a*a*a)v=(a*va*)a=a*a=au 

(from R3 and R4). 

From the above results we deduce 
(i) a웠=a (ii) (a+b)*=감+b* if ab=O, aua=ava=a 

(ii i) (ab)*=참캄 (iv) 참a=O >a=O. 

R is U-regular, so a*va=a*, a*εR. 

a(a용+l-a찬I)=a(참+l-au) (from R6) , aa*=aμ (from R4)=a한(from R6) 

Hence a=a*v(a*+l- a'한1)-1=(a용)￥. 

For (ii): 

8ince ab=O implies a'율b=O=ab*， from R4 we get 

(a+b )(a+b )*(a+b) = (a+b)(a* +하)(a+b) 

80 R1 implies (a+b)(a+b)용= (a+b)(a*+b율)=aa융+bb육 

=aα흩어+l-bb*)+bb률(o+l-aa휴) 

Also (a+b)+l-(a+b)(a+b)용=(b+1-b함)(a+1-aa육) 

From (A) and (B) we get (a+b)융=a*+b퓨. 

For (iii): 
(ab) (a*b육)(ab)=(aa'용a)(bb*b)=ab=ab(ab)*(ab) 

Hence ab a*b융 =ab(ab)* from R1• = (ab)용 {ab+1-(ab)(ab)*} from (R
5

) 

Now ab= (ab) (ab)용(ab) = (ab) (ab)* {ab+ l-(ab)(ab)*} =ab a*b*{ab+1-(ab)(ab)*} 

=ab(ab)￥(a+1-aa용)(b+1-bb육) 

80 (ab)(a육b*) {ab+1-(ab)(ab)*} =ab(ab)￥(a+1-aa*)(b+ 1-bb*) 

(A) 

(B) 

':)a*b* = aba*b용(a+1-aa*) -1 (b+ 1-bb*)-1=(ab)(ab)*{ab+ 1- (ab) (ab)*} -1=ab. 

Therefore U-regular ring with an involution a→참=au(a+ 1-au) 一 1 is *-U-regular 

ring, since involution is proper from (iv) , because 

a￥a=O )aa*a=O >a=O (from R4). 

Hence we get the follwing theorem: 

In a commutative U-regμlar ring R μn"th ab=O, aua=ava=a and 용 :R→R defined 

bya→a용=au(a+ 1-au) -1, the followz-ng results are true. 

(i) R z.s ￥-U-regular ring. 
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(ii) every element ü z.s par#al z"sometry (from R4) 

T Izus Prop. 2 [1, pp. 10] “ In a*.η·%g μ'üh proper z"nvoluUon, b Z"S a par#αl z"som
etry'==옹한b is a projecUon" becomes tγψz.al Izere. 

Ciii) A normal z"dempotent Z"S projecUon. 
z .• e. to p-rove e=강， z"t suffz"ces to prove e=강e. 

re%e-e)휴(e*e-e) =0 >감e-e=O===>감e=e Cfrom iv). 
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